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                Travel experts in Central Africa since 2005
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                We offer DMC services to 11 African destinations
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                Believe in cultural diversity

                

            

        


    
                 
            Start exploring our destination!

            
            


    
        
        
    




  

  
    
      Start exploring Middle´s Africa destinations

      Click on the country you would like to explore

      Explore the countries you would love to visit with us!
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        We are an enthusiastic team of anthropologists,
          naturalists, and professional guides specialized
          in West and Central african destinations.

          

          We focus on this two basic principles
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            We strongly believe in cultural diversity. 

              We aim to protect the worlds last tribus through
              responsible tourism.
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            After many years of working in Central West Africa, we have become experts in 
              11 African destinations where we can organize interesting tours for your business

          

        

      

      

    


    
    
      
        
          Our main assets
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              Meet our team of

              Experts

              We all share a passion for this unexplored part of the African continent and we believe that well-managed tourism is the key for protecting and mentaining the delicate natural eco-systems, cultural diversity and traditions while offering a beter future for the local inhabitants of these areas.
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                 JOAN RIERA

                 Anthropologist and co-founder of Middle-Africa. Joan is an expert in Central African tribes and takes care of the Product department. He is the author of several travel guides and of the photo-ethnographic book collection ‘Last Tribes’.
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                 GUILLERMO ‘WILLY’ CASASNOVAS

                 Founder of Middle-Africa, Willy has been living in Central Africa since 1997. Polyglot and passionate of rare African cultures and remote natural areas. Willy first started working in the forestry industry before creating this unique project named: Middle-Africa, a unique DMC company to offer the best travel services to those companies willing to operate in the Central Africa region.
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                 CLAUDINE TCHAPNGA

                 Born in the Cameroon Highlands, Claudine is in charge of Middle-Africa's bookings and logistics. Her deep knowledge of the terrain and the local teams makes Claudine a key person in the company.
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                 ABDOUL YAOUBA

                 Our veteran guide in Cameroon, Central African Republic and Chad. Abdoul has more than 20 years experience guiding groups to the most remote regions of Central Africa. He speaks fluent French, Spanish and several African languages including Fulfulde and Hausa.
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                 JORGE FERNANDEZ

                 Middle-Africa’s nature expert is from Aragon, Spain. Grew up surrounded by forests, mountains and fields. Jorge is also a tribal and faunal photographer. He accompanies groups all around Africa and is in charge of the company’s newsletters.
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                 ADELAIDE DANWA

                 From our central office in Douala, Cameroon, Adelaide coordinates the different groups of customers in the Central Africa region.
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            Terms & conditions

            	 info@middle-africa.com
	 +34 657 569 738 / +34 637 814 624
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